Structure of a hypervariable tandemly repeated DNA sequence on the short arm of the human Y chromosome.
The structure of a repeated DNA sequence located on the short arm of the human Y chromosome is described. Genomic mapping and cloning in lambda or cosmid vectors show that the repeated sequence consists of units 20.3 x 10(3) base-pairs long that contain the three previously described DNA sequences: Y-156, Y-190 and Y-223a. Analysis of male genomic DNA by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis shows that the units are tandemly arranged and are organized into two blocks. The major block is hypervariable in size and alleles in the range approximately 540 x 10(3) to 800 x 10(3) base-pairs were detected. The minor block is not variable in size and is approximately 60 x 10(3) base-pairs long. Analysis of rearranged Y chromosomes shows that both blocks are located on the short arm of the chromosome. Most commonly, the major block is distal to the minor block, but the opposite arrangement is also found.